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SELF-INTERSECTION NUMBER OF IMMERSIONS
AND ENUMERATION OF NON-STABLE

VECTOR BUNDLES

SU-WIN YANG

Suppose TV is a closed ^-dimensional smooth manifold and M is a
2//-dimensional smooth manifold. In 1944, H. Whitney defined the
self-intersection number for an immersion with normal crossings /:
N -* M. We show that, if N is path-connected and the James-Thomas
number of the normal bundle v(f) of / is greater than 1, then the
self-intersection number is completely determined by the homotopy class
of / and the normal bundle v(f).

Introduction. Suppose N is a closed π-dimensional smooth manifold
and M is a 2π-dimensional smooth manifold. For any immersion with
normal crossings (having singularities of double points only and meeting
itself transversally)/: N -> M, the set of double points D{ f) = {f{x) | there
exist y ψ x, f(y) =/(*)} is finite. In 1944, Whitney [13] defined the
self-intersection number / ( / ) :

(A) When n is even and N9 M are oriented, /(/) is an integer
(algebraic sum of D(f));

(B) Otherwise, /(/) is the modulo 2 reduction of number of elements
in/>(/).

It is well-known that [Lashof and Smale, 10], in case (A), 2/(/) is
equal to the intersection number of the homology class f*([N]) with itself
minus the Euler number of the normal «-plane bundle v(f) of/, where
[N]E Hn(N; Z) is the fundamental class of N. Thus, /(/) is completely
determined by the homology class /*([#]) and the normal bundle v(f).
But, in case (B), /(/) is not always an invariant of the homology class
/*([#]) and the normal bundle v(f), for example, N = S\ M = R2,
consider the two immersions of Sι onto the unit circle and the Figure 8,
respectively.

For any π-plane bundle η over N9 the James-Thomas number of TJ is
the number of equivalence classes of w-plane bundles which are stably
equivalent to η.

By Whitney [13], there is an immersion with normal crossings /':
N -> M such that f'^f and /(/') φ / (/ ) . Now, if the James-Thomas
number of *>(/) is equal to 1, then v(f) is equivalent to v(f)9 and /(/)
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cannot be determined by the homotopy class of / and the normal bundle
v{f). The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following:

THEOREM. Suppose N is path-connected and the James-Thomas number
of v(f) is greater than 1. Then /(/) is completely determined by the
homotopy class of f and the normal bundle v(f).

Note. The James-Thomas number of v(f) depends only on the
homotopy class of/.

To prove the Theorem, we utilize the construction of Brown [3] and
give a formula in some stable homotopy class, which is similar to the one
for case (A).

We arrange the paper as follows:
1. In §1, we study the James-Thomas number (the approaches are

motivated by [7]), and show that, if N is path-connected and the James-
Thomas number of η is greater than 1, then the Wu-orientation (defined
as in [2]) of η is completely determined by the homotopy class of the map
in the base spaces (detail see (1.4) and (1.7)). This was studied by Dupont
[4] and earlier by Brown [3] in another version. Thus, essentially there is
nothing new in this section.

2. In §2, with the help of construction given by Brown [3], we
construct two stable homotopy classes in {S2λ2+/c, T(ζ) A K(Z29 n)} (£ is
some fc-plane bundle) for an immersion from Nn to Mln and the dif-
ference of these two stable homotopy classes gives the self-intersection
number /(/) . By (1.7), we have the invariance property of the two stable
homotopy classes and hence that of /(/) (detail see (2.6)). The proof of
the formula in (2.6) depends on the technical result of (2.5), and the proof
of (2.5) quite depends on the Hopf ladder, defined by Boardman and
Steer [1], and the short exact sequence of homotopy classes developed by
Milgram [11].

1. The James-Thomas number. Assume η is an rc-plane bundle over
the ^-manifold TV. To find all «-plane bundles which are stably equivalent
to ij, we consider the spherical bundle of the Whitney sum of η and the
trivial line bundle ε1 over N and a cross-section /: TV -» S(η θ ε1). Let
V(f) = {v E (η ® e ])x | i; -Lf(x), x E N} be the orthogonal complement
of the subbundle {tf(x) \x E N, t E R}. Then, any rc-plane bundle which
is stable equivalent to η is equivalent to η(f) for some cross-section/.
Furthermore, choose an embedding φ: Dn -> N and a local trivialization
φ: Dn X W -> V(η) such that ττ(φ(x, v)) = φ(x)9 for x E Dn, v E R",
where V(η) is the total space of η and π: V(η) -* N is the bundle
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projection. Let φ{: Dn X R" X R1 -> V(η θ ε1) be φx(x, v9t) = (φ(%, v),

t). We may assume that φx maps Dn X Sn into S(η θ ε1). For each integer

/, choose a map d;. (Dn,dDn) -> (Sn, x0) with degree /, where x0 —

(0,0,... ,0,1). Let/: iV -> S(η θ ε1) be the cross-section defined by

where 50: TV -> K(τj) is the zero-section. If N is path-connected, then any

cross-section of S( η θ ε1) is homotopic to ft for some integer /, and hence

(τ](/) | / : integer} consists of all the ft-plane bundle which are stably

equivalent to rj. The following facts about {τj(/)} are standard.

PROPOSITION (1.1). Suppose N is path-connected.

(i) When n is even and V(η) is orientable, η(ft) is not equivalent to

j

(ii) // V(η) is non-orientable, τ j(/ + 2 Λ ) is equivalent to η(ft)9 for all

integers i and k.

(iii) If n is odd, η ( / + 2 ^) is equivalent to η(ft), for all integers i and k.

(Proof of (1.1) is in §3.)

Now we introduce a terminology which is related to the James-Thomas

number.

Suppose t; is a cohomology class in Hn+λ(BO\ G) for some abelian

group G.

DEFINITION (1.2). Suppose £ is a /c-plane bundle over X. For a vector

bundle automorphism Φ of ξ, Δ^ξ, Φ) is the fc-plane bundle ξ X J/(t>,0)

- (Φ(υ), 1) over I X S 1 (identify 7/3/ as S]). If <f>: X -* Oι is a map into

the orthogonal group of Rz, let Φ: eι -> εz be the automorphism of the

trivial /-plane bundle over Xinduced from φ, then we define Δ( | , φ) as the

(A: + 0-plane bundle Δ,( | θ ε7,id(ξ) θ Φ), where id(£) is the identity

map of £.

DEFINITION (1.3). A vector bundle ξ is t>singular, if there is a map φ:

X-^ Oh such that t)(Δ(£, φ)) T^ 0. A vector bundle ξ is said to be

D-nonsingular, if ξ is not t>singular.

When dim ξ > dim X + 1, | is υ-nonsingular, if and only if

v(Δλ(ξ9 Φ)) = 0, for all automorphisms Φ of ξ.
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Let Wn+X E Hn+\BO\ Z2) be the (n + l)th Stiefel-Whitney class, we
have

PROPOSITION (1.4). Let η be an n-plane bundle over N. Ifη restricted to
each path-component of N has James-Thomas number greater than 1, then η
is Wn+λ-nonsingular.

Note, η is t -nonsingular, if and only if, η restricted to each path-com-
ponent is υ-nonsingular. It is enough to prove (1.4) for the case that N is
path-connected.

Proof. Assume η is Wn+λ-singular, that is, there is an automorphism Φ
of η θ ει such that Wn+ι(Ax(η θ ε1, Φ)) φ 0. /•: N ̂  S(η ® ε1), / integers,
are sections defined as above. L e t / = Φ ° / o . Then η(/) is equivalent to
vifo) by Φ \η(foy If/is homotopic to flk, for some integer k, by non-zero-
sections, then we may construct a cross-section on Δ^TJ θ ε\ Φ) which
meets the zero-section with 2 k points and transversally, and this implies
f^,+ i(Δ,(τj θ ε\ Φ)) = 0. Thus/is homotopic t o / 2 Λ + 1 for some integer k,
and hence, η(/0) is equivalent to η(/2£+i). By (l.l)(i), n is odd or V(η) is
non-orientable; also, by (l.l)(ii) and (iii), η(/) i s equivalent to TΪ(J^ ) for
all integers /, j . This proves (1.4).

Let vn+ι be the (n + l)th Wu class and et be the class in H^O; Z2)
which transgresses to Wi+λ for positive integers /. Then there are two
equivalent statements of ^+1-nonsingular.

PROPOSITION (1.5). (i) Suppose N is a closed n-dimensional smooth
manifold, η and ηx are two vector bundles over N such that the Whitney sum
η θ η{ is equivalent to the normal bundle ofN. Then, η is Wn+λ-nonsingular,
if and only if, tηι is vn+]-nonsingular.

(ii) A vector bundle £ over Xis Wn+ x-nonsingular, if and only if, for any
map φ: X^ Oh l> dim X, Σ l 2 : 1 **(*„-,) U Wt(ζ) + φ*(en) = O. (If i >
/, et = 0.)

(iii) A vector bundle ξ over X is vn+λ-nonsingular, if and only if, for any

map φ: X -> Oh l> dim X, Σ^0Φ*(*2'-i) u ^ + i - 2 ( O = 0.

Proof, (i) Suppose φ: N -> Ot is a map. Consider the map φ" 1 :
Λ̂  -> O/? φ"](λ:) = (Φ(x)Γ\ then Δ(η, φ) θ Aίrj,, φ" 1) is equivalent to
the normal bundle of XX Sι. Thus, the Thorn spaces Γ(Δ(τj, φ)) and
Γ(Δ(η1? φ"1)) are dual each other, in Spanier-Whitehead S-duality. Con-
sider their Thorn classes U} and U2, then Sq/l+1(t/1) = 0, if and only if,
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χ(Sq"+ 1)(t/2) - 0, that is, W;+1(Δ(η, φ)) = 0, if and only if,
DA 2 + 1(Δ(Ί]1, φ"1)) = 0. This completes the proof.

(ii) Let 7τ,: X X S] -» Xbe the projection map and 0(φ) be the vector
bundle XXB! X I/(χ9 υ,0) ~ (x, Φ(x)(v)91) over X X S\ for a map φ:

X -> O,. Then

Δ(*,φ) = *

By the Whitney product formula and Wi+X(θ(φ)) = Φ*(e/), we have the
result.

For (iii), it is enough to note: When / φ 2\ for r: integer, ΐ;z(0(φ)) = 0;

and when / = 2r, ϋ,.(0(φ)) = φ*(e, -i)
Now, for a class t> G Hn+\BO\ G), we shall define the ϋ-orientation

as in Brown [3] and Browder [2].
Let K denote the Eilenberg-Maclane space of type (G9n+ 1),

P(K, *) be the path space {a: I -» K\a(0) = * , the base point} and
BO(Ό)= {(x,a) £ BOX P(K, * )|α(l) = ϋ(x)} (consider ϋ as a map
from BO to A"). Also, denote by ξv the stable vector bundle over BO(v)
induced from the universal vector bundle over BO, by the projection p:
BO(υ)-*BO,p{x,a) = x.

DEFINITION (1.6). A t -orientation on a vector bundle η over X is a
vector bundle map

, w- r

X * B0(υ)

Two t -orientations {Wi9Wt)9 i = 0,1, on η are equivalent, if there is a
ϋ-orientation (H> H) on η X I such that H{x,i) — Wt{x) for all x E η
and/ = 0,1.

η has a υ-orientation, if and only if, v(η) — 0. If two t -orientations
(W^Wt), i = 0,1, are equivalent, then Wo is homotopic to W ;̂ the
converse, in general, is not true. But, we have

PROPOSITION (1.7). Suppose a vector bundle η over X is v-nonsingular.
Two v-orientations (W^W^: (η, X) -> (Γ, BO(v)), i = 0,1 <?π η
equivalent, if Wo is homotopic to Wv

(Proof is in §3.)
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2. Main result and its applications. First, we state the construction
given by Brown [3].

In the following Wu-orientation is the υn+x-orientation and ζ is the
vector bundle ζΌn+λ of dimension k defined in §1.

For an embedding e: X -> Rm+k of a smooth compact m-manifold X
in Rm+* with normal bundle v{X) and a Wu-orientation on v{X), (V9V):
(v(X), X) -> (f, BO{vn+λ))9 we have the (m + k)-S-duality map, associ-
ated with the embedding e> αe: S™+k -* T(v(X)) A (X/dX) and the map
of Thorn spaces induced from V, T(V): T{v{X)) -» T{ζ). Consider the
map

(T(V) Λ u) o ae: Sm+k 4 T(v(X)) Λ (X/dX) -4 Γ(f) Λ 7

and the associated stable homotopy class {(T(V) Λ u) ° αe} in
( 5 m + / : , Γ(f) Λ 7), where w is a map from X/dX to a space 7.

PROPOSITION (2.1). Suppose X and u are fixed, k > m + 2, and v{X) is
υn+x-nonsingular. Then the stable homotopy class {(T(V) Λ u) ° ae) de-
pends only on the homotopy class of Vin [X, BO(vn+ι)].

Proof. First note that, when k > m + 1, v(X) is independent of the
embedding e.

Consider an embedding g: X -> Rm+* and a Wu-orientation of the
normal bundle v(g), (Wθ9 W): (Kg), X) ->& BO(vn+ι)) such that Wis
homotopic to V. We should show that (T(W0) Λ u) ° ag is homotopic to
(T(V) Λ u) o ae. By Haefliger [5], there is a smooth isotopy H: XX I ->

Rm+k s u c h t h a t ffo = g a n ( j # ! = e, where Ht(x) = /ί(;c, ί). Extend the
Wu-orientation (WQ>W) on v(g) to the Wu-orientations (WnW):
(v(Ht), X) -> (̂ , 50(t?Λ + 1)), for 0 < ^ < 1, continuously. Then, the maps
(T(Wt) Λ ύ) o α^, 0 < r < l , give the homotopy between (Γ(ΐ^) Λ
w) © α^ and (T(WX) Λ u) ° ae. But, by (1.7) and the assumptions, the two
orientations (Wl9 W) and (V9 V) are equivalent. This proves (2.1).

For later application, we consider the S-dual of the map T(V). Let Z
be the (m + k + r)-dual of T(ζ) (suppose T(ξ) has been substituted by
its sufficiently high skeleton) and β: Z Λ T(ξ) -> Sm+k+r be the S-duality
map. Then, there is a natural isomorphism of stable homotopy classes,

\ 7} -* (Z, SΎ}
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(consider the two stable homotopy classes as the functors of space Y),
defined by: forg: Sm+k -» Ί\ξ) Λ Y,

β*(g) = (βA id(r)) ° (id(Z) Λg):ZΛ Sm+k+r

g / N β i d , , ,

-* Z Λ Γ(f) Λ Y -> s™+*+' Λ 7,

where id(^4) is the identity map of A.
Denote the map β*([T(V) Λ id(A/9A')] o « J by jβ(e, F), then, by

the natural property of /?*, we have

PROPOSITION (2.2). β*({(Ί\V) Λ w) o «e}) = { ( J Ή ) O 0( e , F)}, where
sru: Sr(X/dX) -» S T iy tfie suspension of u.

Now, we apply the above to immersions. Suppose TV is a closed
smooth π-manifold, M is a compact smooth 2π-manifold and φ: M ->
R2"+^ is an embedding with normal bundle v(M). Because t^+i(K^O) ~
0, we may fixed a Wu-orientation on v(M), (W9W): (v(M)9 M)->
(ξ, BO(υn+λ)). For an immersion/: N -* M, we define two stable homo-
topy classes in {S2n+k

9 T(ζ) Λ K(Z29 n)} as follows:
First, we choose a smooth map into the unit disk of R\ fλ: N -* D'

such that /X/ji N ^ M X Dt is an embedding. Consider the embed-
ding φ^. MXD< -*_R2n+*+/, φ^x, j ) = (φ(x), j ) e R2rt+A: X R' and the
Wu-orientation ( ^ , ^ ) (v(M X D'), M X D<)-* (ξ, BO(vn+ι)) on
H M X Dr) = v(M) X Dι induced from (W9 W).

(i) Let w0: M/dM -* K(Zl9n) represent the cohomology class which
is the Poincare dual of /*([iV]) and

uλ = w0 Λ id(Z)ya/)0 : M x D'/d{M X D*) -> i^(Z2, Λ) Λ ^ .

Define Φ(/, TV, M, W7) = {(T(WX) Λ «,) o «φJ
(ii) Let η denote the normal bundle of/and E(η) the disk bundle of

7). Extend/to an immersion on E(η),f: E(η) -» M; define/: £(η) X D{

-» M X K by /(*, j ) = (/(%), Mπ(x)) + y) and /λ: £(i,) X D*-> M X
R* by/λ(x, j ) = (λx, λ j ) , for positive number λ < 1, where 7r: £(17) -> iV
is the bundle projection. By the choice of /,, / λ is an embedding for small
λ. We substitute /λ for / for a small positive λ. Then E(η) X Dt is
embedded in R2«+*+' (by φ, o /) with normal bundle f\v(M X D% and
we denote by f\Wx) the induced Wu-orientation onf\v{M X D1)). Let
[/: £(ij)/a(^(ii)) -> ̂ ( Z 2 , «) be the Thorn class and I/, = U Λ id(SΌ.

Define

, ΪF) = {[(r/#(ίr,)) Λ
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The stable homotopy classes are actually independent of the choice of

/j. Under some assumption, we have stronger results.

PROPOSITION (2.3). (i) // the two immersions f,g: N -» M are homo-

topic, then Φ(/, N, M9 W) = Φ(g, N9 Aί9 W).

(ii) Suppose f\v{M)) is vnΛ_x-nonsingular. If the two immersions /, g:

N -» M are homotopic and the normal bundles v(f) and v(g) are equivalent,

then ψ(f9 N9 M9 W) = Ψ(g9 N9 M9 W).

(iii) Suppose gx: N -* Mx, g2: N ^> M2 are two immersions, dim Mt =

2n, i— 1,2, the James-Thomas number of v(gx) is greater than 1 and

(Wi9 Wt)\ (v{Mt)9 Mt) -> (f, BO(υn+λ)\ i = 1,2, are Wu-orientations. If

v(gλ) is equivalent to v(g2) and Wλ ° gλ is homotopic W2° g2, then

Ψ(gl9 N, Ml9 Wx) = Ψ(g29 N, M29 W2).

Proof, (i) follows the definition directly. By (2.1), we have (ii). For

(iii): By (1.4), v(gλ) is H^+1-nonsingular. v{gλ) Θ g\{v(Mx)) is equivalent

to v(N), by (1.5), g\(v{Mx)) is t;w+1-nonsingular. Hence, by (2.1), we have

(iii).

PROPOSITION (2.4). (i) β*(Φ(f9 N9 M, W)) = [srux o β(φl9 Wx)}.

(ϋ)

9 N9 M9W)) = {s'Ux o s'Ύ{f) o β(φl9 wx)}

where τ(/) : M/dM Λ S ^ (E(η)/dE(η)) A S* is the Thom-Pontrjagin
construction associated with the embedding /.

Proof. By (2.2), we have (i) and

N, M,W))= [srU, ° β(φι o

Thus, we need to show β(φι ° /, /«(fF,)) = ^ M / ) ° i8(Φi» ^ i ) i ^ t /*
denote the inclusion f\v{M X D')) -* v(M X 2)'), then T(f\Wx)) =
Γ(FΓ,) o Γ(/ff), and, by the definition of Thorn construction, we have the
equality

(*) (r(/») Λ id) o β ( φ | o / ) = (id Λ τ(/)) o «φi.

/, /*(^i)) = i8*([ Γ (/ S (^ ' )) Λ id] o « ( φ |./ }) (by definition)

= β*{[τ{Wλ) Λ id] o [T(fη Λ id] o «(φ| β / ) )

,) Λ id] o (id Λ τ(/)) o «φ|) (by (•))

x) Λ τ(/)] o α φ j = ^ τ ( / ) o ̂ (φ,, JF,) (by (2.2)).
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PROPOSITION (2.5). Iff: N -» M is an immersion with normal crossing,

fλ can be chosen as a map from N into R1 (t = 1). Then

Uχ~Uλo τ(f) = I(f)μχ in [SM/dM, SK{Z2, n)],

where μλ E [SM/dM, SK(Z2, n)] is the composite of the generator μ0 of

[S2n+\ SK(Z2, n)] and the map of degree 1 from SM/dM to S2n+λ.

(Proof of (2.5) is in §3.)

Combining (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), we have the following main result.

THEOREM (2.6). Suppose N is a closed n-dimensional smooth manifold,

M is a compact In-dimensional smooth manifold, φ: M -> R2"+/c is an

embedding with normal bundle v(M), and (W, W): (v(M), M) -»

(ζ, BO(vn+ι)) is a Wu-orientation on v(M). Then, for any immersion with

normal crossings f: N -> M, the stable homotopy classes Φ(/, N, M,W) and

Φ( f, N, M, W) are defined and the following equality holds

Φ(/, N,M,W)~ Ψ{f, N,M,W)= I(f)μ

where μ = β~\st+r~]μ] <> β{<$>λ,Wx)) is an element of order 2. If f\v(M))

is υn+λ-nonsingular, then the left-hand side of the above equality is com-

pletely determined by the homotopy class off and the normal bundle off, and

hence so does the modulo 2 reduction of / ( / ) .

REMARK, (i) In (2.6), / (/) can be substituted by the number of double

points in M.

(ii) Let g: Sk -» T(ζ) be the inclusion of Sk as a fibre in T(ξ)9 and

g»: [S2"+k, Sk A K(Z2, n)} -» {S2n+k, T(ξ) Λ K{Z2, n)}

be the induced map. Denote by μ0 the generator of [S2n+k, Sk Λ

K(Z2, «)}.Then

COROLLARY (2.7). Suppose N is a closed n-dimensional smooth manifold

and f: N -» M is an immersion with normal crossings into a In-dimensional

smooth manifold. Then, the following statements are equivalent:

(i) The normal bundle of f restricted to each path-component of N has

James-Thomas number greater than 1.

(ii) The normal bundle of f is Wn+λ-nonsingular.

(iii) f\v(M)) is vn+ rnonsingular.
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(iv) If g: N -> M is an immersion with normal crossings satisfyin the

following two conditions'.

(1) g is homotopic to /,

(2) the normal bundle of f and g are equivalent, then I(g) — / ( / )

(mod 2).

Proof. We need only to show that (iii) implies (iv). Assume (iii) and

the assumption in (iv). Consider a compact 2^-submanifold Mr of M such

that the homotopy of / and g is contained in NT. Then, by (2.6),

The following two applications directly follow (2.7) and (1.5).

COROLLARY (2.8). // the dimension of N is not equal to 2ι — 1, for any

integer i and M is almost parallelizable, then f\v(M)) is vn + ]-nonsingular

and hence the statement (iv) in (2.7) holds.

COROLLARY (2.9). Suppose, for any map φ: N -> 0, Φ*(en) — 0. Then,

for any two homotopic immersions f9g:N-»M with trivial normal bundle,

3. Proofs.

Proof of (\A), (i) When n is even and F(τj) is orientable, the Euler

number χ(η) of η is defined and χ ( η ( / + 1)) = xivif)) + 2. This implies

the result.

(ii) If V(η) is non-orientable, then fι+2k ^s homotopic to / , for all

integers / and k.

(iii) First, we define the connected sum of two vector bundles.

Suppose Mn i = 1,2 are m-manifold, ηz are £-plane bundles over Mn

/ = 1 , 2 , and Θ-. DmXRk^ηι, / = 1 , 2 are local trivializations. The

connected sum ηx#η2 is defined as the /c-plane bundle

, ~ ΘX{D™ X R*)] U [η2 - θ2{Dm X Rk)]/Θx{x9 v) - Θ2{x, v)9

over Mι#M2.
By the definition off, we have τ?(/+i) = ηί/ )*^^" 1 ) , where τ(Sn)

is the tangent bundle of Sn. But, τ(Sn)#τ(Sn) is a trivial vector bundle,
this proves (1.1).
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Proof of(1.7). Let/?: ζυ -> ζ0 denote the vector bundle map covering/?

and let g = p ° Wo, g = p ° Wo. By the assumption that Wo is homo topic

to Wl9 there is a Wu-orientation (WQ9 WO) on η which is equivalent to

{Wλ,Wλ). Comparing the two bundle map Wo and WQ9 there is an

automorphism Φ of η such that WQ — Wo° Φ. Consider the vector bundle

Δ^ij, Φ), let (0, θ): ( Δ / η , Φ), XXS*)-> (£0> BO) be a classifying map

of Δ^TJ, Φ) such that (θ o /)(>,, 0) - g(y)9 (θ o j)(χ9θ) = g(x)9 fory G i,,

x G X9 where (/, y): ( i j X / J X / ) - > (Δ,(η, Φ), * X S1) is the identi-

fication map in the construction of Δ1# Let (h, h) = (θ9 θ) ° (j9 j): (ij X

U X / ) ^ (f0, BO), then ho = h{= g9h0 = g and Λ! o Φ = g. Further-

more, by assumption that η is ϋ-nonsingular; v ° θ: X X Sλ ^ K is null-

homotopic; this implies that there is a homotopy H: X X I X I -> K such

that H(x, sl90) — υ(h(x, s{)) and H(x,0, s2) — H(x91, ^ 2) = H(x9 sl91)

= v(g(x))> for all sl9 s2 in [0,1] and x in X Let a: X -* K1 be the map

such that W0(x) = (g(x)9 «(*)), for all x G X, and consider the maps

JΪ, I > J 2: X-*Kr

9 HSuS2(x)(t) = H(x9sιt9s2)9 then α(x)(l) = v(g(x)) =

HSιS2(x)(0) and we have the map a * HS]Si: X -> K\ (a * HSιSi)(x) = the

path product of a(x) and HSι s£x). When (ΛΊ, J 2 ) is in the path-connected

set C - [0,1] X {0} U {1} X [0,1], (a * HSχSi)(x)(l) = v(h(x, sx))9 WSχ^

— {hSχ, a * HSχ ): X -> BO(v) is a well-defined map. For (jj, ̂ 2) ̂  C>

l e t ^ , 52

: ̂  -^ ί ϋ be the unique vector bundle map such that WSχSi covers

WSχS2 and p © H ĵ ̂  = hSχ. Then ί F 0 0 is equivalent to W^_ and Ψjj =

W0Q o φ " 1 . But, it is easy to see that Woo is equivalent to WQ. This shows

that WQ is equivalent to Wo.

Proof of (2.5). Let L = M/3M. By Brown [3] or Milgram [11], there is

a short exact sequence

; Z 2 ) 4 [5L, 5ϋΓ(Z2, Λ)] -+Hn(L; Z 2 ) -^ 0,

where j(x0) = μl9 for x 0 the generator of H2n(L; Z 2 ) ; Δ is defined by: for

g: SL -> 5 ί : ( Z 2 , π), Δ(g) = 5~1(g*(^)), >4 is the fundamental class of

SK(Z, n)in Hn+λ{SK{Z2, n)\ Z 2 ) and s is the suspension isomorphism in

cohomology.

Thus, Δ(ί/, ° τ(/)) = w0, Δ(w!) = uQ9 and hence, t^ ° τ(f) — ux —

mμx, for some integer m.

Consider the Hopf ladder λ 2 of degree 2, defined by Boardman and

Steer [1], λ 2 : [SL9 SY] -* [S2L, SY Λ SY]. By the natural property of λ 2,
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U: T(η) -> K(Z2, n) induces a commutative diagram

[SL, ST(η)] - [S2L, ST(η) Λ ST(η)]

isU^ i(sUΛsU)φ

[SL, SK(Z2, n)] λ-i [S2L, SK(Z2, n) Λ SK(Z2, n)]

[L,K(Z2,2n)]

Let xλ be the generator of [S2L, ST(η) Λ ST(η)] (» Z or Z2), then
(si/Ajt/^Xj) = x0. By the result of Koschorke and Sanderson [8],
λ 2(τ(/)) = /(/)*„ and hence λ2(ί/1 o τ (/) ) = I(f)x0. Also, by the defi-
nition of Hopf ladder and uλ is the suspension of uQ9 λ2(ux) = 0. For any
maps g: SL -> S5 and A: 5L -* 5C, let g A = (g Λ h) o (s

2d): S2L -*
SB Λ SC denote the cup product, as in [1], where d: L -» L Λ L is the
reduced diagonal, then we have λ2(g + A) = λ2(g) + g A + λ2(A). Let
g,: 5L -> S2n+ι be the map of degree 1 and μ0 E [S2n+\ SK(Z2, n)] be
the generator, then μx = μ0 ° g, and μ! ^ = (μ0 Λ id) ° (g, Wj). But,
gj Mj maps S2L into S2n+ι Λ SK(Z2, n) which is 3«-connected; when
« > 1, gj Wj = 0. Thus, we have \2(mμx + uλ) — \2{mμλ) + λ2(uλ) =
m\2{μx). μλ is of order 2, (7! ° τ(/) = mμj + w1? hence we have I(f)x0 =
mλ2(μ1). Because there is some immersion/such that /(/) 7̂  0, λ2(μ,) =
.x0 and hence /(/) =m (mod 2).
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